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Eukaryotic cells respond to a chemoattractant gradient by forming intracellular gradients of
signaling molecules that reflect the extracellular chemical gradient—an ability called directional sensing. Quantitative experiments have revealed two characteristic input-output
relations of the system: First, in a static chemoattractant gradient, the shapes of the intracellular gradients of the signaling molecules are determined by the relative steepness,
rather than the absolute concentration, of the chemoattractant gradient along the cell body.
Second, upon a spatially homogeneous temporal increase in the input stimulus, the intracellular signaling molecules are transiently activated such that the response magnitudes
are dependent on fold changes of the stimulus, not on absolute levels. However, the underlying mechanism that endows the system with these response properties remains elusive.
Here, by adopting a widely used modeling framework of directional sensing, local excitation
and global inhibition (LEGI), we propose a hypothesis that the two rescaling behaviors
stem from a single design principle, namely, invariance of the governing equations to a
scale transformation of the input level. Analyses of the LEGI-based model reveal that the
invariance can be divided into two parts, each of which is responsible for the respective
response properties. Our hypothesis leads to an experimentally testable prediction that a
system with the invariance detects relative steepness even in dynamic gradient stimuli as
well as in static gradients. Furthermore, we show that the relation between the response
properties and the scale invariance is general in that it can be implemented by models with
different network topologies.

Introduction
Many eukaryotic cells exhibit chemotaxis—the ability to sense and move up or down spatial
gradients of chemicals. Chemotaxis underlies many biological phenomena such as cancer
metastasis, immune response, wound healing and embryonic development [1–3]. In a chemoattractant gradient, cells are constantly monitoring the direction of the gradient by means
of chemical reactions on and within the cell membrane, forming gradients of signaling
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molecules in the cytosol directed toward the extracellular gradient. This process, functioning
like an internal chemical compass, is referred to as directional sensing. In spite of intensive
molecular genetic study [3], the system-level design principle that governs the flexible and
dynamic behavior of gradient sensing has remained elusive.
The signal transduction events in eukaryotic gradient sensing have been most intensively
studied in Dictyostelium and neutrophils [4]. Although molecular species of chemoattractant
can vary between the type of cells, many of identified molecular components of the signaling
system are conserved across cell types [3]. A chemotactic response is initiated by binding of
chemoattractants to G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) on the cell membrane [3–5]. The
binding causes dissociation of the G-protein α and βγ subunits within the cell membrane [6,7].
Studies suggest that the βγ subunit mediates the activation of downstream effectors such as Ras
proteins [8]. The switching of the activity of Ras proteins is regulated by multiple guanine
nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs) and GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) [9]. GTP-bound
Ras proteins activate phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) that synthesizes phosphatidylinositol
3,4,5-triphosphate (PIP3) from phosphatidylinositol 4,5 –bisphosphate (PIP2). Accumulation
of PIP3 on the membrane recruits multiple PH domain-containing proteins to the membranes
such as Cytocolic Regulator of Adenylyl Cyclase (CRAC), protein kinase BA and PH domain
protein A (PhdA), which then triggers the force-generating process of actin polymerization, or
pseudopod extension [3].
Live cell analyses have revealed spatio-temporal properties of the directional sensing system.
The output molecules of the system, such as Ras, PI3K and PIP3, exhibit localization to the site
of highest concentration of chemoattractant, forming concentration gradients intracellularly
[10–14]. The steepness of the intracellular molecules can be steeper than that of a chemoattractant gradient, i.e., the directional signal is amplified [15]. The outputs are essentially separable
from the downstream signaling modules that directly controls the motility of cells because
even a cell immobilized by an inhibitor of actin polymerization shows similar localization of
the signaling molecules [3,11,14,15]. Importantly, although the localization is persistent as long
as a chemoattractant gradient is around, the same intracellular molecules shows only transient
accumulation on the membrane upon a spatially homogeneous temporal elevation of the stimulus, i.e., the response shows adaptation [12,16]–an ubiquitous behavior observed across many
biological systems [17–19].
A conceptual scheme called local excitation and global inhibition (LEGI) has been proposed
to explain the rich behavior of the directional sensing system [11]. The basic idea of the LEGI
hypothesis is that the binding of chemoattractant molecules to the receptors on the membrane
elicits two counteracting processes, i.e., excitation and inhibition of the output signals. Both
excitation and inhibition are persistent as long as the stimulus is around, but they operate in
different spatio-temporal scales. The excitation process is fast but has a shorter range of action,
so the degree of excitation at each site on the membrane reflects the local chemoattractant concentration. On the other hand, the inhibition is slow but has a longer range of action, and
therefore the local level of inhibition, being spatially averaged, reflects the mean chemoattractant concentration over the cell periphery. Upon a spatially uniform stimulus, the fast nature of
the excitation causes a rapid increase in the output level, but the slow inhibition process counteracts the excitation process gradually, resulting in adaptation at a steady state. In a spatiallygraded stimulus, on the other hand, the degree of excitation differs along the stimulus gradient
whereas the level of inhibition is nearly uniform. As a result, excitation exceeds inhibition at
the site of higher chemoattractant concentration and inhibition exceeds excitation at the lower
side, resulting in a persistent graded response. Although direct experimental evidences for the
LEGI mechanism are still limited, many LEGI-based mathematical models have been proposed
and explained the behavior of directional sensing at least qualitatively [1,14,16,20–23].
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Crucially, experiments on Dictyostelium have revealed two characteristic features of gradient sensing that can potentially challenge the LEGI hypothesis. First, by simultaneously visualizing the gradients of the output signals and chemoattractant concentration, Janetopoulos et al
have shown that the spatial profile of the output signal is determined by the relative steepness
of the chemoattractant gradient instead of its absolute level [15]. Second, by measuring the
adaptation dynamics of the output signal upon spatially-uniform step stimuli, Takeda et al
have demonstrated that the response magnitude is dictated approximately by fold changes of
the input stimuli rather than absolute levels [16,24–26]. Recently, a mathematically idealized
response property of the second type has been named fold-change detection (FCD), where the
entire response shape depends only on temporal fold changes in input and not on absolute levels [24–28]. Similarly, one can think of an idealized response property to gradient stimuli
where the spatial profile of the output signal is strictly determined by the relative steepness of
input gradients. To discriminate the two response properties where one refers to relative gradient detection in space and the other in time, we hereafter call them spatial FCD and temporal
FCD respectively. In spite of apparent similarities between the two FCDs and its potential
importance in understanding eukaryotic directional sensing, it remains unanswered whether
and how the two are related with each other.
Here, under the LEGI framework, we address three questions: (1) Can a model based on the
LEGI mechanism account for both FCDs at the same time? (2) Does either one of the FCDs
automatically imply the other? (3) Does a LEGI model that achieves both FCDs require a specific network topology? As a LEGI-based model capable of both spatial and temporal FCD, we
propose a scale-invariant LEGI model whose responses exhibit rescaling properties due to the
scale invariance, i.e., symmetry, of the system equations. Analyses of the model reveal that the
scale invariance can conceptually be divided into two parts, each of which is responsible for
spatial and temporal FCD respectively. As another behavioral consequence of having the scale
invariance, we propose spatio-temporal FCD, the ability by which a system detects the relative
steepness of a dynamic gradient stimulus as well as of a static gradient. Finally, the FCD properties are shown to be independent of the network topology of a model. Our results suggest
that the scale invariance is the underlying design principle of the directional sensing system of
eukaryotic cells.

Models
Scale-invariant LEGI model
Here we describe the scale-invariant LEGI model capable of both spatial and temporal FCDs.
The model contains two signaling components, a membrane-bound activator A, which is considered to be the output of the system, and its inhibitor B. Following the standard LEGI framework [11,20], we here adopt a feedforward regulatory network, where both components A and
B are activated by an input signal, i.e., chemoattractant S (Fig 1). The inhibitor can be detached
from the membrane and diffuse inside the cell with fast kinetics; therefore, the inhibitor levels
on the cell membrane are globally coupled through the cytosolic inhibitor level. Taken
together, the dynamics of each component’s activity at each point on the cell membrane is
describeds as
@A
Sn
¼ ka n
n
@t
S þ ðKBÞ
@B
¼ kb S
@t

k a A;

k b B þ DðhBi

ð1Þ
BÞ

where kα, k−α, kb, k−b, n, K, and D are constant parameters. hBi is spatially averaged inhibitor
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Fig 1. Schematic representation of the scale-invariant LEGI model. The model describes the dynamics
of the levels of activator A and inhibitor B upon chemoattractant stimulus S. The arrows and the bar-ended
arrow represent excitatory and inhibitory regulations between the signaling components, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164674.g001

level over the membrane and thus represents the cytosolic level of inhibitor B. The parameter
values used in the simulations in the following sections are kα = 5, k−α = 0.5, kb = 0.5, k−b =
0.25, n = 6, K = 1, and D = 0.1, although the FCD properties explained in detail below are not
dependent on the specific parameter values. Note that we adopted a relatively high Hill coefficient (n = 6) for the amplification of the input signal. We discuss possible molecular mechanisms for the model equations, especially the one for the nonlinear function, Sn / (Sn + (KB)n)
(see Discussion and S1 Text).

LEGI models capable of either temporal or spatial FCD but not both
To demonstrate that temporal and spatial FCDs can be implemented independently with each
other, here we describe two simple LEGI-based models partially different from the scale-invariant LEGI model (Eq 1). The models contain the same two signaling components as in the
scale-invariant LEGI model (Eq 1), a membrane-bound activator A and its inhibitor B, and
retain the basic network topology of the chemical reaction circuit (Fig 1). The first model differs from the scale-invariant LEGI model in that inhibitor B on the membrane mediates the
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binding/unbinding processes of the inhibitor to the membrane, introducing a nonlinear term
in the equations:
@A
Sn
¼ ka n
n
@t
S þ ðKBÞ
@B
¼ kb S
@t

k a A;
ð2Þ

k b B þ DBðhBi

BÞ

where kα, k−α, kb, k−b, n, K, and D are constant parameters. The parameter values used in the
simulations below are kα = 5, k−α = 0.5, kb = 0.5, k−b = 0.25, n = 6, K = 1, D = 1. The parameter
values of this and the following models (i.e., Eqs 3 and 4) are chosen so that they show response
magnitudes and timescales comparable to the scale-invariant LEGI model (Eq 1), but the FCD
properties of the models described in this work do not depend on the parameter values.
In the second model, the inhibitor B now directly breaks down the activator A, instead of
interfering with the synthesis of it:
@A
¼ ka S
@t
@B
¼ kb S
@t

k a AB;
ð3Þ
k b B þ DðhBi

BÞ

where kα, k−α, kb, k−b, and D are constant parameters. The parameter values used in the simulations are kα = 0.5, k−α = 0.5, kb = 1, k−b = 1, and D = 2

Scale-invariant LEGI model based on a negative feedback loop
Here we describe another scale-invariant LEGI model to show that the feedforward regulatory
network is not essential to realize spatial and temporal FCD. The only difference here is that
the interaction between A and B follows what is called a negative feedback loop. The equations
are
@A
Sn
¼ ka n
n
@t
S þ ðKBÞ
@B
¼ kb AB
@t

k a A;

k b B þ DðhBi

ð4Þ
BÞ

where kα, k−α, kb, k−b, n, K, and D are constant parameters. The parameter values used in the
simulations are kα = 0.5, k−α = 0.5, kb = 2.5, k−b = 0.25, n = 6, K = 1, and D = 0.5,

Numerical method
In numerical computation, we considered circular cell periphery, and discretized the periphery
into N = 100 points. We utilized MATLAB’s “ode45” function for numerical integration of the
models.

Results
Responses to spatially-homogeneous time-varying inputs
First we analyze the response of the scale-invariant LEGI model (Eq 1; see Models) based on an
incoherent feedforward loop (iFFL) (Fig 1) to spatially-uniform stimuli. Without gradient
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stimuli, the model equations become
dA
Sn
¼ ka n
n
dt
S þ ðKBÞ
dB
¼ kb S
dt

k a A;
ð5Þ

k bB

because the average inhibitor level B along the cell membrane equals to that at each point,
i.e.,hBi = B. Thus, the system is now characterized by three scalar variables A, B and S. When
exposed to a step input S, the activator level A increases transiently and adapts to a prestimulus
level, whereas the inhibitor level B monotonically increases until it reaches a steady-state value
(Fig 2a). The steady-state concentration of each variable is given by
A¼

ka
kn b
kb
S
n ; B ¼
n
k a k b þ ðKkb Þ
k b 0

ð6Þ

where S0 represents the level of the input stimulus S at a steady state. The steady-state level of
the activator A is independent of the stimulus level S0, meaning that the system shows perfect
adaptation. Furthermore, the system responds to fold changes in input but not its absolute
level, as demonstrated by the responses to two successive step inputs with identical fold change
(Fig 2b). Shoval and co-workers have shown that temporal FCD results from invariance of system equations upon a scale transformation of variables [27]. In our model, temporal FCD is
attributed to the invariance of the equations (Eq 5) under the scale transformation
ðA; B; SÞ ! ðA; pB; pSÞ ðp > 0Þ

ð7Þ

Note that the activator A remains invariant when other variables are multiplied by a scalar
p. Intuitively, the invariance means that multiplying an input stimulus S by p does not affect
the trajectory of A, whereas the trajectory of B is multiplied by p.

Fig 2. Temporal fold-change detection (FCD) of the scale-invariant LEGI model in response to spatially uniform stimuli. The
insets show the input variable S (green). (a) Trajectories of the activator level A (red) and the inhibitor level B (blue) upon single step input.
(b) A trajectory of the activator level A upon two-step inputs with identical fold change (p = 5) but different absolute levels.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164674.g002
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Responses to static spatially-graded inputs
Next we focus on responses to static spatially-graded stimuli. To this end, we simulated
responses to linear gradient stimuli in two-dimensional space assuming that the reactions
occur on a circular cell membrane. In Fig 3a, the levels of activator A and inhibitor B at points
on the membrane are plotted as a function of input level S at the corresponding points. While
the inhibitor B is distributed more homogeneously than that of the input stimulus S, the activator A shows a steeper gradient than the input stimulus S; this means that the gradient signal is
amplified. Fig 3b shows the level of activator A and inhibitor B at the front and back of the cell
as a function of the absolute input level at the center of the cell S0 with a fixed relative gradient
steepness. While the level of inhibitor B increases with the stimulus level S0, the output A
remains constant both at the front and back. Thus, the system’s output is not dependent on the
absolute input level but on the relative steepness of the input, showing spatial FCD. The origin
of the spatial FCD property can be understood as follows. Suppose that the system is in the
steady state, i.e, @A
¼ @B
¼ 0, under a gradient stimulus. Then, the right-hand sides of the
@t
@t
model equations (Eq 1) are invariant under a scale transformation, (A, B, S) ! (A, pB, pS).
That is, the p-fold change in the input level S can be perfectly compensated by the multiplied
pB, and thus the profile of the activator A does not change. Note that here we do not assume
that the gradient stimulus is linear, and therefore the system shows spatial FCD in an arbitrary
spatial input profile.
To illustrate the consequence of the scale invariance, we study the model (Eq 1) in onedimensional geometry where the front and back membrane consisting of single points are connected by cytosol. Here a spatially-graded stimulus is represented by two scalars representing
stimulus levels at the cell front Sf and at the back Sb with Sf larger than Sb. Thus, the model

Fig 3. Spatial FCD of the scale-invariant LEGI model upon static gradient stimuli. The input profile follows S(x,y) = S0 + ΔS x, where the
origin of the spatial coordinate x is located at the cell center. (a) Amplified response in the activator level A. The activator level A (red circle) and
inhibitor level B (blue circle) are plotted against the input level S at each point on the cell periphery with both A and B normalized by the value at
the center of the cell. The input stimulus used is S0 = 0.1 and ΔS = 0.01. The black line indicates normalized S, which corresponds to an
unamplified response. (b) The activator level A (red) and inhibitor level B (blue) at the cell front (solid line) and back (broken line) are plotted as a
function of the mid-point input level S0. The relative gradient is fixed as ΔS = 0.1S0.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164674.g003
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equations at the front are described as
Snf
dAf
¼ ka n
n
dt
Sf þ ðKBf Þ
dBf
¼ kb Sf
dt

k a Af ;

Bf þ Bb
k b Bf þ Dð
2

ð8Þ
Bf Þ

and the model equations at the back are given by the same expression by exchanging the subscripts f and b. The analytical steady-state solutions for the concentration of the activator A
and the inhibitor B are written as
 
n
ðSf =SÞ
ka
Af ¼
n
 þ K n ðBf =SÞ
 n;
k a ðSf =SÞ
ð9Þ
Bf
ðSf Sb Þ
kb
kb
þ
¼
k b 2ðk b þ DÞ
S
S
where S ¼ ðSf þ Sb Þ=2. The steady-state solutions at the back are given by the same expression
by exchanging the subscripts f and b. Note that Af and Ab are dependent only on the relative
 respectively, i.e., the system shows spatial FCD. Therelevel of the input stimuli Sf =S and Sb =S,
fore, the scale invariance in the model equations results in the normalization of the input stimulus by its spatially-averaged value in the solution.

Responses to complex input stimuli
Several experimental studies have investigated responses to more complex input stimuli such
as a rapid reversal of the direction of chemoattractant gradients [12], stimulation with multiple
sources of chemoattractant [15] and a combination of gradient and uniform stimuli [6]. To test
whether our model (Eq 1) can reproduce responses to such complex stimuli, we simulated
responses following the stimulation protocols of those experiments. First, experiments have
demonstrated that the direction of the gradient of the signaling molecules switches promptly
upon a reversal of the direction of chemoattractant gradient [12]. The behavior is thought to be
incompatible with a model based on the spatial instability in reaction-diffusion system, or
“Turing-type pattern formation”, whereas LEGI-based models reported so far can often reproduce it [29]. Fig 4a shows the level of activator A at the front and back as a function of time,
where the direction of a linear-gradient stimulus is reversed at time t = 20. Consistent with the
experimental result, our model switches the gradient of the activator A. Second, other experiments have shown that cells, when stimulated with multiple sources of chemoattractant, show
localizations of the signaling molecule at multiple sites on the membrane in a way that the
degree of localization dynamically follows the strength of the stimuli [15]. To confirm the
response property of the model, we simulated the response by locating a single point source of
stimulus in close proximity to the cell membrane, and then by another point source at the
opposite site with increasing level of stimulus (Fig 4b). In consistent with the experimental
results, the model showed multiple peaks of activator A dynamically following the strength of
the input stimuli. Third, another interesting property of the gradient sensing system is its
‘inversed’ responsiveness to a spatially-uniform stimulus: When cells are exposed to a gradient
stimulus, then no stimulus (by withdrawing the gradient stimulus), and then a spatially-uniform stimulus, the back of the cell in the gradient stimulus responds more strongly than the
front [6]. In Fig 4c, at the initial state the cell is exposed to a linear gradient, then the stimulus
is withdrawn, and then a uniform stimulation is applied. In agreement with the experiment,
the cell showed higher response at the back upon exposure to the uniform stimulus. These
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Fig 4. Responses of the scale-invariant LEGI model to complex stimuli. (a) The trajectories of the activator A at the cell front (solid line)
and back (dotted line) are plotted upon a sudden reversal of a linear gradient (S(x, y) = S0 + ΔS x, S0 = 1 and ΔS = ± 0.1) at t = 20. The inset
shows spatial profile of the activator level A at t = 0. (b) Responses to two point sources of input stimuli where the input profile is defined as S
(x, y) = C1 exp[−((x +x0)2 +y2)/2V] + C2 exp[−((x − x0)2 + y2)/2V] (x0 = 7.5 and V = 4). The positions of the point sources are indicated by the
purple squares. (Top left) Spatial profile of the activator level A at the steady state in one point source stimulus, i.e., C1 = 1 and C2 = 0.
(Bottom left) Spatial profile of the activator level A at the steady state in two point source stimuli, i.e., C1 = C2 = 1. (Right) Time series of the
activator A at the cell front (solid line) and back (dashed line) upon application of another point source of S at t = 0 at the other side of the cell.
The strength of the second signal C2 is dynamically controlled as shown in the inset. (c) Responses of the model upon sequential changes of
the input spatio-temporal profile, where a spatially graded stimulus (S(x, y) = S0 + ΔS x, S0 = 1 and ΔS = 0.15) (top left), then no stimulus (top
middle) and then a spatially-homogeneous stimulus (S0 = 0.3) (top right) are applied consecutively. Spatial profiles of the activator A at
corresponding time points are shown at the bottom.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164674.g004

results would be reproducible by a broad range of LEGI-based models, since the response properties rely on the basic machinery of the system, i.e., the difference in the range of action
between the activator and inhibitor. Therefore, the results demonstrate that the scale-invariant
LEGI model preserves the properties inherent to a LEGI-based model.
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Responses to spatially and temporally graded stimuli
We have shown that our model reproduces both temporal and spatial FCD properties. However, as is suggested by the analyses so far, the scale-invariance conditions that lead to each
property overlap only partially and are not exactly the same (Fig 5a): To achieve the temporal
FCD property, the system equations have to be invariant upon the scale transformation (Eq 7)
except the coupling term representing the interaction between different membrane parts,
which in our model corresponds to D(hBi − B) (Eq 1). This is because the coupling term is negligible in a spatially uniform environment where <B> = B. Let us call this type of invariance
temporal FCD symmetry (Fig 5a). On the other hand, to achieve the spatial FCD property, the
equations have to be invariant except the time derivative terms of the variables. This is because
the spatial FCD property refers to a steady-state behavior where @A
¼ @B
¼ 0. We call this type
@t
@t
of invariance spatial FCD symmetry (Fig 5a). Thus, neither the temporal nor spatial FCD property can automatically imply the presence of the other in the LEGI framework.
The above discussion suggests that there exist LEGI-based models that are capable of either
temporal or spatial FCD but not both. To demonstrate this, we first consider a model only with
temporal FCD symmetry (Eq 2; see Models). Here, the equations have the coupling term that
includes a nonlinear effect. Numerical simulation shows that the model is capable of temporal
FCD but not spatial FCD (Fig 5b and 5c), consistent with the observation that the system only
has temporal FCD symmetry. Next, we consider another LEGI-based model only with spatial
FCD symmetry (Eq 3; see Models), where the inhibitor B directly breaks down the activator A
instead of interfering with the synthesis of A as in the original model. In contrast to the first
model (Eq 2), the model shows spatial FCD but not temporal FCD (Fig 5d and 5e), which can
similarly be understood by the presence of spatial FCD symmetry and the absence of temporal
FCD symmetry in the equations. Note that the ways to break each symmetry in the equations
are not restricted to the specific functional forms in our example (Eqs 2 and 3); we have chosen
arbitrary functional forms for the purpose of demonstration.
The mutual independency of spatial and temporal FCD raises a new question of what is the
unique consequence of having both symmetries in one system. We have shown that exposing a
system to stimuli changing either in space or time, but not both, can only reveal the presence of
either of the symmetries within the system, i.e., spatial or temporal FCD symmetry. Here we
demonstrate that input stimuli changing in both space and time at the same time can reveal the
simultaneous presence of both symmetries in the system. To this end, we simulated responses
of the models to two propagating Gaussian waves with the same shape but different absolute
levels (Fig 6a and 6b). We found that the scale-invariant LEGI model exhibits exactly the same
responses to two wave stimuli if the two inputs are proportional to each other, S1(r,t) = pS2(r,t)
(Fig 6c). We hereafter call the property spatio-temporal FCD. Specifically, the activator A
shows identical spatio-temporal profile in the two input stimuli (Fig 6c) whereas the inhibitor
B depends on the absolute input level (Fig 6d). The invariant response is observed irrespective
of the speed of the wave (Fig 6e). In contrast, the models only with partial symmetry (Eqs 2
and 3) cannot show such behavior, showing deviation from spatio-temporal FCD (Fig 6f and
6g). More precisely, the model only with temporal FCD symmetry shows significant dependence on the absolute input level S when the wave speed is low (Fig 6f, top panels), whereas the
model only with spatial FCD symmetry shows a non-rescaling behavior when the wave speed
is high (Fig 6f, bottom panels). These phenomena can be understood in the following way. If
the wave speed is high enough, a traveling wave essentially becomes a short, pulsatile, spatiallyuniform stimulus to the cells. Hence, a model with temporal FCD symmetry approximately
shows rescaled responses to such stimuli. Similarly, if the wave speed is sufficiently low, a traveling wave becomes more similar to a static gradient stimulus. Under such stimuli, spatial FCD
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Fig 5. Two types of symmetry in the scale-invariant LEGI model. (a) Temporal FCD symmetry refers to the scale invariance of
the equations excluding the coupling term. Spatial FCD symmetry means the scale invariance of the equations excluding the time
derivative terms. (b) A trajectory of the activator level A of the model only with spatial FCD symmetry (Eq 2; see Models) upon twostep inputs with identical fold change (p = 5) but different absolute levels. The inset shows the input variable S. (c) The activator level
A (red) and inhibitor level B (blue) at the cell front (solid line) and back (broken line) are plotted as a function of the mid-point input
level S0 for the model only with temporal FCD symmetry. The relative gradient is fixed as ΔS = 0.1 S0. (d, e) For the model only with
spatial FCD symmetry (Eq 3; see Models), the responses are plotted as in (b, c).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164674.g005
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Fig 6. Spatio-temporal FCD under wave stimuli. The spatio-temporal profile of the traveling wave stimulus is defined by the Gaussian
shape as S(x, y, t) = s0 exp[(x–x0 –w t)2/2V] + sb. Below, Sslow (x, y, t) is defined with the wave velocity w = 0.5, while Sfast (x, y, t) is
defined with w = 5. The width of the wave V, the initial position x0, and the basal stimulus level sb are fixed at V = 100, x0 = 50, and sb =
0.1, respectively, in both wave stimuli. We use p = 10 for the fold-change parameter. (a) Schematic representation of the numerical
experiment where a wave stimulus is applied to a cell. (b) The input level S at the cell front (solid line) and back (broken line) under Sslow
(x, y, t). (c) Trajectories of the activator level A at the cell front (solid line) and back (broken line) under Sslow (red) and pSslow (blue) are
plotted for the scale-invariant model (Eq 1; see Models). (d) Trajectories of the inhibitor level B are plotted as in (c). (e) For the scaleinvariant LEGI model (Eq 1), spatio-temporal profiles of the activator level A along the cell periphery are plotted under wave stimuli Sslow
(top left), pSslow(top right), Sfast(bottom left), and pSfast (bottom right), respectively. Note that each point at the cell periphery is indicated
by an angle expressed in radians from 0 (cell front) to π (cell back). (f) Responses of the model only with temporal FCD symmetry (Eq 2;
see Models) are plotted as in (e). (g) Responses of the model only with spatial FCD symmetry (Eq 3; see Models) are plotted as in (e).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164674.g006

symmetry approximately achieves rescaled responses. Taken together, these results demonstrate that rescaled responses to wave stimuli with various speeds manifest the simultaneous
presence of the two symmetries in the system.

Scale-invariant LEGI model with a different network topology
The interaction between signaling components in the scale-invariant LEGI model (Eq 1) follows an iFFL network topology (Fig 1), where the stimulus S activates both the activator A and
the inhibitor B (Fig 1). Although we have explored the scale-invariant properties and their
behavioral consequences solely based on the iFFL-based models, it has remained unanswered
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Fig 7. Responses of the scale-invariant LEGI model with a feedback network topology. (a) A schematic representation of the
regulatory network of the model (Eq 4; see Models). (b) A trajectory of the activator level A upon two-step inputs with identical fold
change (p = 5) but different absolute levels. The inset shows the input variable S. (c) The activator A (red) and inhibitor B (blue) at
the cell front (solid line) and back (broken line) under linear profiles of gradient, S(x,y) = S0 + ΔS x, are plotted as a function of the
mid-point input level S0. The relative gradient is fixed as ΔS = 0.1 S0. (d) Responses to wave stimuli are visualized as in Fig 6e.
Specifically, spatio-temporal profiles of the activator level A along the cell periphery under wave stimuli Sslow (top left), pSslow (top
right), Sfast (bottom left) and pSfast (bottom right), respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0164674.g007

whether the results depend on the specific network topology. We found that, within the LEGI
framework where the activator operates locally and the inhibitor globally, it is also possible to
implement the system with a negative feedback interaction (Fig 7a) that has exactly the same
symmetry as the scale-invariant LEGI model (Eq 4; see Models). As the result, this model also
shows temporal FCD (Fig 7b), spatial FCD (Fig 7c) and spatio-temporal FCD (Fig 7d).
Although the detailed feature of the response, such as the overshoot response in the negative
feedback model (Fig 7b), can be specific to a type of network topology, the results clearly demonstrate the FCD properties can be implemented without using an iFFL network toplogy.

Discussion
Quantitative characterizations of input-output relations of a signaling system place constraints
on possible mechanisms. Inspired by two characteristic features of the eukaryotic directional
sensing system, i.e., the rescaling responses to temporal changes [16,24] and static spatial
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gradients of chemoattractant stimuli [15], we asked whether and how temporal and spatial
FCD are related with each other under the LEGI framework. By analyzing the scale-invariant
LEGI model that is capable of both temporal and spatial FCD, we have identified two types of
scale invariance, or symmetry, of the system equations that yield the respective FCD properties
(Fig 5a). It has also been shown that neither of the temporal nor spatial FCD entails the other
(Fig 5). On top of the FCDs, the scale-invariant LEGI model has been shown to reproduce
response properties observed in complex input stimuli (Fig 4). Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the rescaled responses are achievable by a negative feedback model (Fig 7) as well
as an incoherent feed-forward model, a network motif often adopted in the LEGI scheme
[1,14,16,20–23]. In spite of this, we note that, in the case of Dictyostelium [16], an experimental
result support a feed-forward mechanism, raising the possibility that an iFFL mechanism is
more advantageous.
Because the LEGI framework by itself does not specify the details of mathematical models,
many versions of LEGI-based models have been proposed [1,14,16,20–23,25,26,29]. We have
found that some of the preceding models are capable of either temporal or spatial FCD, but not
both. Based on the identified mathematical conditions for the two FCDs, we have analyzed
some representative models in the literature (see S1 Text). Regarding temporal FCD in the
eukaryotic directional sensing system, Adler et al [24] have successfully explained experimental
data on rescaled responses in time [16] by using a model with temporal FCD symmetry,
although the model have not focused on the spatial aspects of the directional sensing system.
On the other hand, several LEGI-based models, as pointed out by Nakajima et al [14], are capable of spatial FCD. For example, Levchenko and Iglesias, in their pioneering work [20], have
proposed LEGI-based models capable of spatial FCD. We show in the S1 Text that some of the
models with spatial FCD can be modified to show temporal FCD as well. Note that lack of the
symmetries does not necessarily mean that the model is inappropriate or inferior to those with
the symmetries. For example, a detailed experimental study has revealed that the activity of
Ras, an output signaling molecule of the directional sensing system, upon spatially-uniform
stimulation shows slightly imperfect adaptation in Dictyostelium [14]. This means that temporal FCD, which entails perfect adaptation [27,28], is only approximately realized and therefore
a detailed model would need to break temporal FCD symmetry to make it more realistic. Still,
our simplified model has allowed us to gain an understanding of the mathematical relations
between the symmetry and the rescaling behavior in the directional sensing system.
Our analysis provides an insight in designing experiments on the directional sensing system.
Most experimental studies so far, except a few most recent studies described below, have investigated response properties to input stimuli with either temporal or spatial change but not
both. However, as we have demonstrated in Fig 6, the presence of the scale-invariant mechanism and resultant spatio-temporal FCD can be directly tested by applying dynamic gradient
stimuli to cells. Since the LEGI framework still remains a hypothetical mechanism for gradient
sensing, it would be informative to characterize the response properties in dynamic gradient
stimuli. We note that such an experiment has become technically possible by using microfluidic systems. For example, recent chemotaxis studies have made use of microfluidic chambers
that can generate Gaussian traveling waves [14,30].
Experiments have revealed that the directional sensing system of Dictyostelium exhibits
highly asymmetric responses at the front and back of propagating Gaussian waves [14,30]: The
activated form of Ras shows strong localization toward the side of higher chemoattractant concentration only in the wavefront, where the chemoattractant concentration is increasing in
time. In our model, the rescaling response properties are compatible with the asymmetric
responsiveness (Fig 6c). In the preceding works [14,30], the asymmetric behavior has been successfully explained by using LEGI-based models. There, strong amplification of input signal
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has been crucial for the asymmetric response. Since our scale-invariant LEGI model retains features of a LEGI-based model, it can also attain amplification of a gradient stimulus (Fig 3a) by
adopting comparatively high amplification parameter (i.e., n in Eq 1). When exposed to a
Gaussian traveling wave, this leads to a highly asymmetric response at the front and back of the
wave as demonstrated in Fig 6c.
What is the function of spatio-temporal FCD in eukaryotic chemotaxis? A similar question
has been asked about temporal FCD in the context of bacterial chemotaxis [27,31]. When a
bacterial cell moves around in an input (i.e., chemoattractant) field, instead of directly monitoring the spatial gradient of a chemoattractant, it gains the information of gradient direction
from temporal changes of the input level that it experiences during the incessant random
motion [32]. In this setup, it has been shown that temporal FCD ensures that the cell’s search,
or chemotaxis performance, depends only on the shape of the input field irrespective of the
absolute level of it [27]. Relying only on the shape of an input field is considered to be advantageous in searching for a nutritionally favorable environment because of the nature of the physics of the chemical gradient formation [27]. In eukaryotic chemotaxis, the situation is more
complicated because the cells sense both temporal and spatial gradient in an input field
[14,30]. Therefore, it has not been immediately clear how a cell can achieve a similar chemotaxis property without depending on the absolute input level. Under the assumption that cells’
migration pattern is controlled by the output of the directional sensing system, our analyses
suggest that cells achieve the chemotaxis property only when they are equipped with both temporal and spatial FCD: As we have demonstrated in Fig 6, the behavior of a cell equipped with
either of them, but not both, is dependent on the absolute input levels in dynamic chemical gradients. In that sense, spatio-temporal FCD in eukaryotic chemotaxis can be considered as a
functional equivalent of temporal FCD in bacterial chemotaxis.
For the sake of simplicity, we have implemented the model without resorting to the partially characterized molecular details of the directional sensing system. The phenomenological
approach has allowed us to clearly analyze the relation between the symmetries in the equations and their behavioral consequences, i.e., temporal FCD, spatial FCD and spatio-temporal
FCD. As future work, a more detailed model will be helpful to capture the exact molecular
mechanism of the system. For example, we have adopted a nonlinear function Sn/(Sn + (KB)n)
in Eq 1 without specifying how it is implemented at the molecular level. Such a sigmoidal nonlinearity is known to emerge based on various mechanisms such as cooperative interactions of
signaling molecules [33], zero-order ultrasensitivity [34], and multistep effects [35], just to
name a few. On the other hand, in the nonlinear function, the variable B works as a memory
in the sense that B alters A's sensitivity depending on the recent history of S. A similar input
function can be seen in the model for bacterial chemotaxis too where the molecular mechanism for the memory has been identified as the methylation level of the chemoattractant
receptors [36–38]. We discuss a biochemical network that enables such a sensitivity control in
the S1 Text.
In summary, we have combined two major concepts in quantitative biology, namely, FCD
and the LEGI framework, and have proposed a new system-level mechanism to explain the
rescaling behaviors of the gradient sensing system. We hope that our results promote deeper
understanding of the directional sensing in eukaryotic cells.

Supporting Information
S1 Text. Symmetric properties of earlier models and a possible molecular mechanism for
the nonlinear activation function.
(PDF)
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